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Introduction: Transport processes are fundamental to the 
early Solar System. In recent years it was proposed that photo-
phoresis can be an important component in moving chondrules, 
CAIs, and dust over far and short range distances [1-3]. We relate 
first values from laboratory experiments to formerly assumed 
properties of chondrules and dust aggregates with respect to pho-
tophoresis.  

Experiment and estimate:  The basic quantity in photopho-
retic transport models is the photophoretic force on particles it-
self. As many particle parameters enter (optical properties, ther-
mal properties, and surface properties) only estimates could be 
given so far for dust aggregates and chondrules. In a first set of 
experiments we quantified photophoretic forces under micrograv-
ity at the drop tower in Bremen [4]. We used bare and dust man-
tled chondrules from the Bjurböle meteorite and mm-sized SiC 
dust aggregates.  

The photophoretic picture: Chondrules, mantled chon-
drules and dust aggregates represent a sequence in the strength of 
photophoretic forces for a given light source from low to strong, 
respectively [4]. Due to this variation in photophoretic strength, 
the different particle categories are transported differently in pro-
toplanetary disks, radially and vertically. We will discuss some 
of the consequences. (1) Dust aggregates are transported to the 
surface of protoplanetary disks [5]. (2) In energetic events CAIs 
are transported over the surface of the disk from the inner system 
to several AU [5]. (3) All particles are strongly concentrated at 
dense inner disk edges [2, 3]. (4) Chondrules and mantled chon-
drules move to the asteroid belt region in late stage disk evolu-
tion [1]. (5) Photophoresis sorts particles according to size and 
other properties [1]. (6) Photophoresis transports dust particles to 
several tens of AU in late stage disk evolution [2]. 
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